occurring in the retina, the light-sensitive part of animal eyes. A photoreceptor, cryptochrome, has been suggested to endow birds with magnetoreceptive abilities as the protein has been shown to exhibit the biophysical properties required for an animal magnetoreceptor to operate properly. Here, we propose a theoretical analysis method for identifying cryptochrome's signaling reactions involving comparison of measured and calculated reaction kinetics in cryptochrome. Application of the method yields an exemplary light-driven reaction cycle, supported through transient absorption and electron-spin-resonance observations together with known facts on avian magnetoreception. The reaction cycle permits one to predict magnetic field effects on cryptochrome activation and deactivation. The suggested analysis method gives insight into structural and dynamic design features required for optimal detection of the geomagnetic field by cryptochrome and suggests further experimental and theoretical studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Migratory birds travel annually thousands of kilometers, navigating by using various cues, including the Earth's magnetic field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ; non-migrant bird species utilize the geomagnetic field similarly to find their way back to the breeding nest [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . But how do birds detect the geomagnetic field? This question focuses on one of the most fascinating unsolved mysteries of sensory biology. At a first glance, tiny iron-oxide particles detected in the upper beak of some bird species [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] provide a natural explanation for the avian magnetic compass sense, but behavioral studies revealed that the ability of night-migrating birds to perform magnetic compass orientation is affected by the ambient light [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which does not penetrate through the beak skin. The latter observation lead to the suggestion that a photochemical reaction in the bird's eyes produces spin-correlated radical pairs that act as the sensor embodying a magnetic field-dependent signaling cascade [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . This suggestion is based on the observation that the recombination reactions of spin-correlated radical pairs, can be magnetic field-sensitive [28, 29] . The radical pair hypothesis gained stronger support when it was experimentally demonstrated that the magnetic compass in birds is still functioning properly after the iron-mineral-based receptors in the beak are deactivated [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Spin-correlated radical pairs are typically created in a photochemical reaction that produces radicals from a molecular precursor in either an electronic singlet (S) or triplet (T) state. Under the influence of intramolecular electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions, the radical pair oscillates between the S and T states, a process known as S ↔ T interconversion.
External static magnetic fields affect the rate of this process and, hence, alter the yields of the respective reaction products formed from the S and T radical pairs [29, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . During the last years the radical-pair hypothesis of the avian magnetic compass gained significant experimental [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and theoretical [22-27, 45, 46] support. The first experimental proofof-principle, demonstrating that under a static magnetic field, as weak as that of the Earth, a chemical reaction can act as a magnetic compass by producing detectable changes in the chemical product yield, was achieved for a carotenoid-porphyrin-fullerene model system [47] .
However, for the radical-pair mechanism to play a role in magnetoreception, molecules with certain biophysical characteristics must exist in the eyes of migratory birds. Cryptochromes [48] [49] [50] [51] , a class of photoreceptor proteins, were proposed as the host molecules for the crucial radical pair co-factors that putatively act as a primary magnetoreceptor [23] .
Cryptochrome is a signaling protein found in a wide variety of plants and animals [48] [49] [50] .
Its role varies widely among organisms, from the entrainment of circadian rhythms in vertebrates to the regulation of hypocotyl elongation and anthocyanin production in plants [52] [53] [54] . It has recently been demonstrated, using UV/visible transient absorption and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy [55, 56] , that vertebrate cryptochromes form long-lived radical pairs, involving a flavin radical and a radical derived from a redox-active amino acid. This observation demonstrates that cryptochrome harbors the type of radical pair needed for magnetic compass action and suggests that cryptochromes, through S ↔ T interconversion, are influenced by an external magnetic field. Radical pairs seen in DNA photolyase [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , a light sensitive DNA repair enzyme closely related to cryptochrome, support the observation [55, 56] in cryptochrome; indeed a recent study [59] demonstrated a magnetic field effect in DNA photolyase, suggesting a similar effect to exist in cryptochrome.
It has been verified that cryptochromes exist in the eyes of migratory birds [55, [64] [65] [66] [67] , and that at least some cryptochrome-containing cells within the retina are active at night when the birds perform magnetic orientation in the laboratory [64, 67] . Furthermore, a distinct part of the forebrain, which primarily processes input from the eyes, is highly active at night in night-migratory garden warblers (Sylvia borin) and European robins (Erithacus rubecula) [33, [68] [69] [70] [71] . In summary, many findings are consistent with the hypothesis that magnetic compass detection in migratory birds takes place in the eye [33, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] and that cryptochromes are the primary magnetoreceptors. However, despite the success of these findings, a completely satisfactory description of the mechanism of the magnetic field effect in cryptochrome is still missing.
The process of cryptochrome photoactivation was discussed earlier and several reaction schemes were proposed [57, 66, [77] [78] [79] [80] . However, the proposed schemes are incomplete, usually accounting for only some of several observations. Cryptochrome binds internally the chromophore flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) [50, 66, 77, [79] [80] [81] [82] . At least in plant cryptochromes from Arabidopsis thaliana [55, 77-79, 83, 84] [25, 57, 59, 77, 89, 92] .
The tryptophan triad in cryptochrome, depicted in Fig. 1 , is crucial for the functioning of the protein as a primary electron donor [55, 56, 78] . In Arabidopsis thaliana the triad The structure of cryptochrome-1 from Arabidopsis thaliana [81] is shown together with the highlighted flavin cofactor (FAD) and the tryptophan triad Trp400, Trp377, Trp324. (Bottom) Transient absorption of cryptochrome is probed by means of the pump-probe experiment, as described in experiment [55] . The sample containing cryptochrome is irradiated with a pulsed laser beam (red) that generates a measurable concentration of excited states (FAD * ) in the system. FAD * decays then in a series of intermediates back to FAD, while some of the intermediates being probed by the probe beam (white) used to measure the absorption spectrum of transient species. Additionally, magnetic field effects in cryptochrome can be studied if the sample is subjected to an external magnetic field.
FIG. 2. Cryptochrome activation and inactivation reactions.
Cryptochrome is activated through absorbing a blue-light photon by the flavin cofactor, responsible for protein's signaling.
Initially, the flavin cofactor in cryptochrome is present in its fully oxidized FAD state. After absorbing a photon, FAD becomes promoted to an excited FAD * state. FAD * is then protonated and receives an electron from a nearby tryptophan (see Fig. 1 consists of Trp324, Trp377, and Trp400 as shown in Fig. 1 . In cryptochromes from garden warbler (Sylvia borin) [55] , Drosophila melanogaster [56, 79, 80] and Homo sapiens [56, 79] the tryptophan-triad is conserved [24, [55] [56] [57] . Before light activation, the flavin cofactor of cryptochrome is present in its fully oxidized FAD state (see Fig. 2 ). FAD absorbs blue light, being thereby promoted to an excited state, FAD * , which is then protonated, likely from a nearby aspartic acid [94] , and receives an electron from the nearby tryptophan (see Fig. 1 [77, 83, 84] , but that the signaling state of avian cryptochrome is still unknown. In our study we generalize the observation in Arabidopsis thaliana to birds; if future studies will demonstrate that a different redox state of the flavin cofactor is governing the signaling behavior of avian cryptochromes, the suggested scheme can be readily adapted.
We also note that the Trp • radical may receive an additional electron from a nearby tyrosine [55, 78] , or become deprotonated [24, 93] Fig. 2 ). This process is not well understood, but seems to occur on a millisecond time scale [55, 77, 78] . It has been suggested that the back-reaction involves the superoxide radical O
•− 2 [43] , the reaction evolving through the inactive FADH − state of the flavin cofactor [25, 43, 96] , as depicted in Fig. 2 it to accept an electron from a nearby tryptophan and, thereby, be transformed into FADH − .
In order to stabilize FADH − , the terminating tryptophan of the triad should be in its radical state. In the absence of such tryptophan radical prior to FADH • excitation, the excited electron in FADH • * will back-transfer to the electron vacancy in tryptophan as soon as
If cryptochrome is indeed the avian magnetoreceptor protein, its signaling state is expected to be sensitive to a magnetic field, the latter controlling the lifetime of the FADH
In earlier studies we demonstrated that weak magnetic fields, comparable with the geomagnetic field, can alter the lifetime of FADH
• by 5%-10% [24, 25] . In these earlier studies we considered reactions in isolation, while in the present study we investigate the complete activation cycle. In the following we suggest a light-driven reaction cycle in cryptochrome that exhibits a representative magnetic field effect on the signaling state of the protein. The reaction cycle is supported by transient absorption and electron-spin-resonance observations [55, 56] and incorporates known attributes of avian magnetoreception. We demonstrate how the proposed reaction cycle can be compared to experiment.
II. METHODS
Cryptochrome is a sensory protein [56, 66, 77, 79, 88, 89] . Its relevant properties, namely, light activation and deactivation, arise through a complex reaction scheme linking many intermediate states. In case of magnetoreception, cryptochrome activation and deactivation is apparently magnetic field dependent. The long-range goal of our study is to establish cryptochrome's photo-reaction scheme unequivocally, combining measurement and theoretical analysis.
Key for the stated goal are measurements of cryptochrome transient photoabsorption [55, 56] that presently suggest different reaction schemes, consistent with the same experimental observations. For the sake of concreteness we single out one reaction scheme, namely the one shown in Fig. 2. We will demonstrate how this scheme can be reconciled with observed time-dependent absorption spectra. The method can be applied to variant schemes, too.
The efficiency of light absorption at wavelength λ by an absorbing medium is characterized through the absorbance A(λ) defined as [97] A
where N is the number of different light-absorbing components in the system with the con- 
Here square brackets denote the concentration of transient states introduced in Fig. 2 ;
• + Trp and FADH − states, respectively. The rate constants
et and k
et in Eqs. (2)- (10) capture the different processes underlying cryptochrome photoactivation and relaxation shown in Fig. 2 , assuming all processes can be described through first order kinetics. The choice of the appropriate rate constants is discussed in Supplementary Material and is summarized in Tab. I.
To demonstrate that the reaction scheme in Fig. 2 is consistent with observed cryptochrome transient absorption [55] we evaluate the time development of [FAD] in the sample before excitation by a laser pulse. According to the experimental study [55] holds c 0 ≈ 20 µM.
III. RESULTS
In the following the time-dependence of the transient absorption in cryptochrome is studied for the reaction scheme shown in Fig. 2 . The calculated transient absorption spectra based on the scheme are then compared to available experimental data. After the postulated reaction has been validated through comparison with experimental observations, the influence of an external magnetic field on the signaling state of the protein is analyzed. Characteristic time scales and rate constants for the kinetic processes in cryptochrome depicted in Fig. 2 .
Light intensity dependence of transient spectra
To probe the transient states in cryptochrome, a cryptochrome-containing sample from the retina of garden warbler had been studied [55] . The transient absorption was measured using the pump-probe experiment depicted in [55] . Dots correspond to the experimentally measured data recorded for the pulse energy of 5 mJ [55] .
absorption spectra for the two regimes are shown in Fig. 3 . As discussed in the report of the experiment [55] , transient absorption observed at 490-550 nm reveals a double exponential decay with decay times of (4 ± 1) ms and (14 ± 1) ms, whereas transient absorption at 550-630 nm shows only a single exponential decay with a decay time of (14 ± 1) ms. The decay times, therefore, may be attributed to FADH • (14 ms) and FADH − (4 ms). The experimental error of the decay times is not provided in the original experimental papers and has been estimated here by digitizing the experimental data points and fitting the absorption curves with single and double exponential decays.
According to the original explanation of the recorded absorption patterns, [55] i.e., corresponding to the experimental 5 ns pulse carrying 5 mJ energy, can be compared to the experimental result reported earlier [55] . As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the calculated tran- to establish unambiguity of the suggested model it is necessary to perform measurement at laser pulse energies of 1, 4, 7 and 10 mJ.
It is worth noting that the photoexcitation rate constants k 1 and k 2 depend not only on the laser-pulse energy, but also critically on the wavelength of the pulse and on pulse duration. Figure 4 in one study [55] (plot a) and in another [56] (plot b). The difference in the pump-pulse leads to a significant change in the population of transient states. Thus, for a laser pulse of 5 ns duration, of 5 mJ energy, and 355 nm wavelength (see Fig. 4a ) the population of the FADH − state after 5 ns is about 5 times higher than the population of the radical pair 
Influence of magnetic field as seen by transient spectra
Comparison of measured and calculated kinetics in cryptochrome reveals good agreement and, hence, supports the reaction scheme in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the postulated reaction scheme will be employed further to consider magnetic field effects on cryptochrome activation and deactivation.
The influence of an external magnetic field on cryptochrome photoactivation can be probed through the effect of an applied magnetic field on the transient absorption spectrum.
The magnetic field influences the singlet-triplet interconversion process in cryptochrome (see Fig. 2 ), described here extremely schematically through the first-order rate constant k sf . An applied magnetic field leads to a relative change of the rate constant k sf [24, 25, 46] which brings about an altered transient absorption. The change can be written
where k sf = 10 6 s −1 is the reference value of the singlet-triplet interconversion rate constant (see Tab. I) and α denotes the relative change in k sf due to an altered magnetic field; A is defined in Eq. (1).
The α-value depends on several factors, such as the hyperfine interaction in the radical pair, exchange and dipole-dipole interactions, and Zeeman interaction [24, 25] . An accurate calculation of α requires the solution of a stochastic Liouville equation [24, 25, 46, 100] . We consider α-values ranging from α = 1.2 (k sf = 1.2 × 10 6 s −1 ) to α = 10 (k sf = 10 7 s −1 ), thereby accounting for realistic singlet-triplet interconversion rates expected in cryptochrome when the field reorients [24, 25, 27] .
Deviation of α from α = 1 can arise either through a change of magnetic field orientation or through changing field strength. The latter change can arise due to geographic variation of the geomagnetic field strength; this change is small percentage-wise, but is employed by birds apparently for a so-called magnetic map sense [101] [102] [103] [104] . In this case detection is likely achieved by an alternative receptor, an iron-mineral-based magnetoreceptor in the beak [104] [105] [106] . The geographic variation of the magnitude of the geomagnetic field is expected to have a negligible impact on the photo-reaction kinetics of cryptochrome and, therefore, is not considered here; only a change, i.e., α = 1, due to reorientation in the Earth' field is considered.
For cryptochrome to exhibit a response to the change of the magnetic field direction the protein needs be constrained orientation-wise within the organism. We have recently demonstrated that only one of three rotational degrees of freedom of cryptochrome need to be constrained to endow a bird with the magnetic compass [26] . Such constraint can be realized if cryptochromes are embedded in a cell membrane. The outer segment of the photoreceptor cells is an ideal structure to constrain the proteins as originally suggested in theory [26] . An experimental verification of cryptochromes localization in the outer segment of the UV photoreceptor cells was published recently [67] . Figure 5 shows the time-dependence of ∆A for various α-values. The calculations were performed for cryptochrome photoexcitation by a laser pulse of 5 ns duration operating at 355 nm and having the energy of 5 mJ (see Fig. 5a ) and 2.5 mJ for which the life-time of
• ] radical pair is expected to be longer (see Fig. 5b ). The relative change of k sf due to an applied magnetic field, α, may vary within an order of magnitude as stated above and in Supplementary Material [24, 27] . Figure 5 shows that decreasing the intensity of the pump-pulse leads to an enhancement of the magnetic field effect. The enhancement is due to the excitation channel FADH • →
FADH
• * → FADH − in the cryptochrome photoactivation reaction (see Fig. 2 ) which becomes suppressed for the 2.5 mJ energy laser-pulse, such that the lifetime of the [FADH
radical pair increases. Increasing k sf (α > 1) leads to faster singlet-triplet interconversion in the radical pair. If this interconversion becomes significantly faster than singlet and/or triplet decay, governed by rate constants k S and k T (see Fig. 2 ), the magnetic field effect in cryptochrome becomes negligible, as clearly seen in Fig. 5b , where the relative difference in ∆A calculated for α = 5 and α = 10 is small. A similar behavior is expected for higher pumppulse intensities (see Fig. 5a ) at higher values of α, because in this case the [FADH
radical pair decays predominantly through the FADH
governed by the rate constant k 2 , which is significantly larger than k S and k T .
The dependencies shown in Fig. 5 can also be measured experimentally and are important for resolving the physical mechanism of the magnetic field effect in cryptochrome. Similar measurements were performed earlier for DNA photolyase [59] and should be repeated for cryptochrome. The time-dependence of the transient absorption change due to a magnetic field allows one not only to judge whether the protein exhibits magnetoreceptive properties, but can also be used to reveal the impact of the magnetic field on the singlet-triplet interconversion rate constant k sf .
Predicted absolute magnetic field effects in cryptochrome are rather small, i.e., the absorption changes only by about (0.1-0.3)×10 −4 for a 5 mJ pulse (see Fig. 5a ) and by about (0.2-0.6)×10 −4 for a 2.5 mJ pulse (see Fig. 5b ). Absolute changes of the transient absorption due to a 39 mT magnetic field in DNA photolyase were recorded to be of the order of ∼0.001 [59] , e.g., larger, but still very small. The relative magnetic field effect for DNA photolyase can thus be estimated to be ∼1 %. The difference in the magnetic field effect recorded for DNA photolyase and predicted now for cryptochrome is due to the concentration of DNA photolyase used in experiment [59] , which was 0.2 mM, whereas in the present study the assumed concentration of cryptochrome is only 20 µM, following an earlier study [55] . Increasing the concentration leads to an enhancement of the absolute magnetic field effect. Fig. 6b ),
i.e. close to the value detected for DNA photolyase [59] . It is also worth noting that a more realistic account of the singlet-triplet interconversion predicts a relative magnetic field effect in cryptochrome of about 5-10 % in a magnetic field comparable to the geomagnetic field [24, 25] , which suggests that α is large, i.e. α ≫ 1, and that the reference value of k sf is
The trivial concentration dependence of the maximal magnetic field effect in cryptochrome shown in Fig. 6 carries important information about the rate constants in cryptochrome photoactivation reaction. In particular, the slopes of the linear dependencies shown in The amount of cryptochrome in the bird's retina, presently unknown, is critical for the magnitude of the magnetic field effect. For a maximal signal a cryptochrome concentration larger than 20 µM is necessary. Figures 5 and 6 allow one to draw another important conclusion from our analysis, namely, that decreasing the intensity of the pump-pulse leads to an enhanced of the magnetic field effect. Interestingly, many migratory birds favor to fly at night time, i.e., when the intensity of the ambient light is low [26] .
IV. CONCLUSION
Earlier investigations [23] [24] [25] [26] 45 ] demonstrated how a biochemical magnetic compass in birds can be realized through light-induced electron transfer reactions in cryptochrome.
However, the biophysical mechanism of cryptochrome activation and signaling still remains elusive. Our study provides an important step towards resolving the mechanism of cryptochrome magnetoreception. The suggested analysis can provide a proof-of-principle whether cryptochrome is indeed the magnetoreceptor proteins in birds, comparing computed kinetic data with data from transient absorption spectroscopy, as successfully applied to DNA photolyase [59] .
The results of the present calculations reveal that magnetic field effects become only discernable if the concentration of the protein in the probe exceeds a critical value. Therefore, cryptochrome should be measured at different concentrations to ascertain that the minimal amount of protein is available. Transient absorption of cryptochromes at low concentration can be studied with the use of the so-called cavity-enhanced spectroscopy technique [83] . This technique traps the probe light beam in an optical cavity, containing the sample, thereby transmitting the beam through the sample multiple times and increasing the transmittance length which in turn enhances the total absorption in the sample. The method permits protein concentrations below ∼1 µM [83] , resolving nevertheless small changes in the transient absorption, as they arise due to an external magnetic field. A systematic study of the dependence of the absolute absorption of a cryptochrome-containing sample on cryptochrome concentration is important for revealing the lifetime of reaction intermediates through direct comparison of experimentally recorded absorption with the prediction of the kinetic formalism suggested in this paper.
The methodology suggested here illustrates how laser power, laser wavelength, laser pulse duration, probe light wavelength, and protein concentration, impact measured results. In particular, we identify which measurements pinpoint the magnetoreceptive properties of cryptochrome.
The performed study assumes for its analysis reaction rate constants, which were extracted from experiment or could be estimated otherwise. The uncertainty of most of the rate constants, is rather large. By measuring the transient absorption spectra in cryptochrome at different conditions, i.e., for different probe-beam intensities, different applied magnetic fields, different wavelengths of the pulse and probe beams, etc, and by comparing recorded profiles with calculated ones one can narrow the range of consistent rate constants in the proposed reaction scheme.
Magnetoreception in birds has been found to work for light with wavelengths of up to 565-567 nm [20, 107] . Thus, it is important to continue studies of cryptochrome photoactivation in vitro by maintaining the conditions close to those used in the in vivo experiments [20, 107] . An important question is how the magnetic directional information is disrupted under monochromatic light of an increased intensity. It has been demonstrated that different light intensities can disorient birds in the laboratory [18, 20, 108, 109] , and, therefore, light intensity may affect the photocycle in cryptochrome. Studying transient absorption of cryptochrome in electromagnetic fields of certain frequencies, e.g., Larmor frequency of the electron [42, 43, 96] , is another step to link in vitro studies to behavioral investigations [42, 43] .
Science is still a long way from an explanation of avian magnetoreception. The best that may be said of our understanding today is that birds indeed perceive and use magnetic field information, and that their responses to magnetic fields under different conditions -light intensity and color, magnetic field strength and presence of oscillating fields -are suggesting a complex sensory system of multiple receptors. Even if cryptochrome is confirmed as a magnetoreceptor, it remains for biologists to determine how its magnetic field modulated signaling enters into a bird's sensory perception and ultimately into its orientation behavior.
V. SUPPORTING MATERIAL
In Supporting Material we present details on flavin absorption spectra and discuss the choice of the rate constants in the studied reaction in cryptochrome.
A. Absorption spectrum
The efficiency of light absorption at wavelength λ by an absorbing medium is characterized through the absorbance A(λ) defined as [110] A(λ) = log
where I 0 (λ) and I(λ) are the light intensities of the beam entering and leaving the absorbing medium, respectively. According to the reaction scheme in Fig. 2 , cryptochrome can occupy several states, which are expected to absorb light differently. Therefore, according to the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law [110] , the absorbance of the cryptochrome-containing sample is given by Eq. (1).
The molar extinction coefficient, ε i , in Eq. (1) of a light-absorbing component in the system is directly related to the absorption cross section, σ i , which characterizes the photoncapture area of a molecule [110] σ i (λ) = 1000 ln(10)
Here N A is Avogadro's number; the absorption cross section in Eq. (13) is measured in units of cm 2 .
B. Rate constants
The rate constants in Eqs. (2)- (10) [55] , Drosophila melanogaster [79, 80] , Arabidopsis thaliana [77, 78] , and Homo sapiens [56, 79] . Many studies were also done for DNA photolyase, a protein structurally similar to cryptochrome [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] 63] . Some of the rate constants can be independently estimated from fundamental physical principles [24, 25] . The adopted rate constants are summarized in Tab. I.
Flavin photoexcitation. The rate constants k 1 and k 2 represent the rate of photoexcitation of the flavin cofactor from its fully oxidized FAD state and from the semiquinone FADH
• state to the excited FAD * and FADH • * states, respectively, (see Fig. 2 ). The FAD → FAD *
and FADH
• → FADH • * transitions are induced by a laser pulse (see Fig. 1 ) and arise only during the pulse duration τ . The rate constants k 1 and k 2 depend on the laser power and can be estimated as
where P = E/τ is the power of the laser pulse (with E being the energy of the pulse and τ the pulse duration), S 0 is the cross section area of the light beam hitting the sample, χ ≤ 1 defines the fraction of power deposited at the sample, σ is the absorption cross section defined in Eq. (13), E ph = hc/λ is the energy of a single photon (with h being the Planck constant and c the speed of light), Θ(x) is the Heaviside step-function which limits the photoexcitation of FAD and FADH
• to the period of the laser pulse duration. Here we do not consider the periodicity of the laser pulses as the time interval between two successive pulses is significantly longer than the typical reaction times involved in the scheme shown in Fig. 2 (the pulse frequency used in the observation [55] was 10 Hz).
Assuming a Gaussian radial profile of the laser beam and substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (14) one obtains
where R is the radius of the beam at the sample measured in µm, R 0 is the radius of the output beam from the laser measured in µm and ω is the radius at which the laser field amplitude drops to 1/e. ε in Eq. (15) is measured in L · mol −1 cm −1 , λ is measured in nm and P is measured in Watt.
In the measurements [55] the R 0 value was R 0 = 3000 µm and the size of the sample used was likely smaller allowing one to assume R = 1500 µm. With ω = 1000 µm, a typical value for the amplitude fall-off of the laser beam [111, 112] , Eq. (15) can be used to estimate the photoexcitation rate constants k 1 and k 2 . The rate constants k 1 and k 2 are determined by the laser wavelength, 355 nm, and the beam power, 10 6 W [55] . Figure 7 shows that the extinction coefficient of the oxidized flavin (FAD) at λ = 355 nm is about 7900 L · mol −1 cm −1 [55, 58] , resulting in k 1 = 6.8 × 10 8 s −1 . The absorption (extinction) spectra in Fig. 7 were recorded for the three redox states of FAD [97] and normalized to the absorption of FAD at 450 nm (ε 450 = 11.3×10 4 L · mol −1 cm −1 ) (solid line) [55] . We note that the wavelength dependence of the extinction coefficient in garden warbler [55] , Drosophila, and human [56, 80] cryptochromes maintains the general features of the absorption profile shown in Fig. 7 . Similarly, Fig. 7 shows that the extinction coefficient of semiquinone (FADH • ) flavin at λ = 355 nm is about 10400 L · mol −1 cm −1 (solid line) [55, 58] , resulting in k 2 = 9 × 10 8 s −1 . The rate constants k 1 and k 2 apply only during the laser pulse duration time of τ = 5 ns.
Flavin excited states relaxation. The rate constants k (1) rel and k (2) rel describe the FAD * →
FAD and FADH
• * → FADH • relaxation processes, respectively (see Fig. 2 ). These relaxation processes have not been very well documented in cryptochrome, but the FADH • * → FADH
• transition was studied in DNA photolyase [60] , a protein homologous to cryptochrome [81, 113] . According to experimental measurement [60] the lifetime for the relaxation of FADH Fig. 2 ). The characteristic time for this process is 30 ps, as confirmed by using ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy in the near-infrared spectral region in DNA photolyase [63] , leading to k rp = 3.3 × 10 10 s −1 . Although k rp has not been clearly resolved for cryptochrome, we assume the rate constant from DNA photolyase to be of the same order of magnitude in all photolyase/cryptochrome-like proteins [24, 56, 59] .
Flavin deprotonation. The rate constant k Electron transfer involving flavin radical. The rate constants k
et describes electron transfer from the FADH
• radical to the Trp • radical (see Fig. 2 ). k The rate constant k (2) et describes electron transfer from the Trp • radical to the excited FADH • * radical. The electron transfer rate constant for this process was measured in DNA photolyase using time-resolved absorption spectroscopy and found to be k [60] . Similar values for the electron transfer rate constants can also be estimated from Marcus theory of electron transfer [24] .
S ↔ T interconversion. The rate constant k sf describes the singlet-triplet interconversion process in cryptochrome (see Fig. 2 ) as a first order reaction process. We employ such process as a very rough model for the actual quantum mechanical spin precession process, since only time scale and yield of singlet-triplet interconversion matter. The k sf rate constant depends on several factors, such as the hyperfine interaction in the radical pair, exchange and dipole-dipole interaction between the radical pair partners, and the external magnetic field. To calculate the singlet-triplet kinetics one needs to solve the stochastic Liouville equation for the radical pair in the system [24, 25, 46, 100] . In the present study we cast the transition process into a single rate constant as done earlier [37] . It has been demonstrated [24, 25, 27] Fig. 2 ). Together with the
et electron transfer rate constant they define the lifetime of the radical pair. According to the experiment, the lifetime of the radical pair in cryptochrome is 6 µs [56] ; therefore, we assume k S = k T = 1/10 µs = 10 5 s −1 , i.e. we take the lower bound as our estimate of the radical pair lifetime. For the sake of simplicity we also assume spin-independent decay kinetics of the radical pair, i.e. k S = k T .
Dark reaction kinetics. The rate constants k red and k (2) ox are associated with the twostep cryptochrome dark reaction (see Fig. 2 ). Both stages involved are expected to be fairly long-lived, with a lifetime on the order of milliseconds, and should be resolved in transient absorption spectra reported in the experiment [55] . According to the experiment, two transient states in cryptochrome with lifetimes of 4 ms and 14 ms were detected. k red describes the reduction process of the semiquinone FADH
• radical possibly involving the O
•− 2 radical, as suggested earlier [25] . It is natural to expect that the lifetime of the signalling state in cryptochrome is maximal, leading to the values k red = 1/14 ms ≈ 70 s 
C. Flavin absorption spectra
Optical absorbance of cryptochrome is dominated by the absorbance of the isoalloxazine moiety in FAD [55, 56] . Figure 7 shows absorption spectra recorded for the three redox states of FAD: the fully reduced FADH − , one-electron oxidized FADH
• and the two-electron oxidized FAD [56, 89, 97] . have been adopted from a textbook [97] , while the spectra of different redox forms of selected cryptochrome/photolyase shown as a dashed line are digitized from the measured pattern [89] .
The calculated absorption spectrum in Fig. 3 depends on Figure 7 illustrates that the chosen values are consistent with the experimentally recorded absorption profiles for the different redox states of the flavin moiety.
The only noticeable difference between calculated and observed spectra is the increased value of the extinction coefficient for the fully reduced FADH − state of the flavin cofactor, which in the calculation is slightly larger than the extinction coefficient for the fully oxidized FAD state. However, both extinction coefficients are expected to be small (see Fig. 7 ), as they are taken from the far edge of the absorption spectrum. Therefore, the inaccuracy in their value is high, but inconsequential. To illustrate the uncertainty of flavin extinction at 490-550 nm in Fig. 7 we show two sets of absorption profiles for the different redox 
